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ABSTRACT

The International Space Station demonstrates the greatest capabilities of human ingenuity, international cooperation and technology development. The complexity of this space structure is unprecedented; and training astronaut crews to maintain all its systems, as well as perform a multitude of research experiments, requires the most advanced training tools and techniques. Computer simulation and virtual environments are currently used by astronauts to train for robotic arm manipulations and extravehicular activities; but now, with the latest computer technologies and recent successes in areas of medical simulation, the capability exists to train astronauts for more hands-on research tasks using immersive virtual environments. We have developed a new technology, the Virtual Glovebox (VGX), for simulation of experimental tasks that astronauts will perform aboard the Space Station. The VGX may also be used by crew support teams for design of experiments, testing equipment integration capability and optimizing the procedures astronauts will use. This is done through the 3D, desk-top sized, reach-in virtual environment that can simulate the microgravity environment in space. Additional features of the VGX allow for networking multiple users over the internet and operation of tele-robotic devices through an intuitive user interface. Although the system was developed for astronaut training and assisting support crews, Earth-bound applications, many emphasizing homeland security, have also been identified. Examples include training experts to handle hazardous biological and/or chemical agents in a safe simulation, operation of tele-robotic systems for assessing and diffusing threats such as bombs, and providing remote medical assistance to field personnel through a collaborative virtual environment. Thus, the emerging VGX simulation technology, while developed for space-based applications, can serve a dual use facilitating homeland security here on Earth.

INTRODUCTION

The era of the International Space Station (ISS) has finally arrived, providing researchers on Earth a unique opportunity to study long-term effects of weightlessness and the space environment on structures, materials and living systems. Many of the physical, biological and material science experiments planned for ISS will require significant input and expertise from astronauts who must conduct the research, follow complicated assay procedures and collect data and samples in space. Containment is essential for much of this work, both to protect astronauts from potentially harmful biological, chemical or material elements in the experiments as well as to protect the experiments from contamination by air-borne particles in the Space Station environment. When astronauts must open the hardware containing such experiments, glovebox facilities provide the necessary barrier between astronaut and experiment.

On Earth, astronauts are faced with the demanding task of preparing for the many glovebox experiments they will perform in space. Only a short time can be devoted to training for each experimental task and glovebox research only accounts for a small portion of overall training and mission objectives on any particular ISS mission. The quality of the research also must remain very high, requiring very detailed experience and knowledge of instrumentation, biology and specific scientific objectives for those who will conduct the research. Furthermore, for astronauts to
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be successful space-based scientists they must remain highly proficient in a wide variety of specific research tasks. However, due to scheduling constraints, they can receive only limited Earth-based training with real glovebox mock-ups and real experimental specimens. Finally, this Earth-based training may occur months prior to the mission and astronauts can never fully practice these procedures under the microgravity conditions they will face in space. These challenges place very high requirements on astronaut crews and the support teams who must train the astronauts quickly and accurately with very little room for error.

This unique set of needs faced by NASA has inspired the development of a new computer simulation tool, the Virtual Glovebox (VGX), which is designed to provide astronaut crews and support personnel with a means to quickly and accurately prepare and train for glovebox experiments in space. The VGX is a semi-immersive virtual environment with computer software simulation, useful for engineering development, experiment planning and advanced glovebox training activities. It can be used to streamline these processes at NASA and reduce the need for full-scale training sessions with physical mock-ups or provide astronauts with an efficient, interactive means to keep their skills sharp while on Earth. The VGX software also runs on affordable PC-based computer systems which brings training opportunities to astronauts rather than requiring astronauts to go to training opportunities. A software version of the VGX could also be made robust enough to be taken aboard the Space Station, giving astronauts a final chance to practice complex experiments just before performing the actual procedures in space.

BACKGROUND

Virtual Environment Simulation

Today, the terms “virtual reality” and “virtual environment” are commonly associated with high-speed computer workstations and high-resolution graphics capabilities, which can deliver a virtually real simulation of a real-world event. These computer-based training systems, however, have their roots in the aviation industry and predate any computer. The concept began in 1929 when Edwin A. Link, a pilot and inventor, created the first flight simulator which was adopted in 1934 by the Army Air Corps and later used extensively to train pilots during World War II. The modern flight simulator combines computer generated imagery with real cockpit controls on a motion platform. Flight simulators of this type are the most common and successful example of virtual reality being used to train professionals for real-world tasks.

Virtual environment training is also used by astronauts to train for a number of space-based research tasks. At NASA Johnson Space Center, head mounted display systems, hand-tracking gloves and computer simulation systems are used to train mission specialists for Extra Vehicular Activities (EVA) and robotic arm manipulations required aboard Shuttle and the ISS. Astronauts have also used computer-based tools while in space. They have used expert systems to help them set up complex experiment equipment during sleep studies. In addition, they have used imaging technologies and tracking gloves to test their reaction times in space.

The key to success for existing computer-based simulators used by pilots and astronauts is in the way they combine a simulated external environment with real cockpit control systems such as joy sticks, buttons, displays and warning signals. This provides a human-computer interface that is exactly like the human-machine interface of the real aircraft or space system. It is a much more challenging task to develop successful human-computer interfaces for simulations systems in which an operator has a direct hands-on interaction with the physical world.

Medical simulators which use specially-designed force-feedback and tracking devices, have recently come into use and promise to duplicate the success of the flight simulator for medical evaluation and surgical training tasks. Today, “the Holy Grail for the surgical education community would be a valid, reliable, and sensitive measuring system, easily administered, allowing for the preemptive evaluation of residency candidates, and providing analysis of a given resident’s progress throughout his or her training.” Toward this goal, virtual environment simulations are starting to move into the medical mainstream (for a recent review see reference 6); but, due to their very recent introduction, evaluations of these systems have not yet demonstrated the full potential of simulation as an indispensable medical training tool.

Although their jobs are very different, surgeons, pilots and astronauts share the same kind of responsibilities. They all face constantly changing conditions and must make potentially life-threatening decisions quickly and sometimes in rapid succession. Flight simulators have been so useful because of their ability to expose pilots to life-threatening virtual environments without any real risk. Current space simulators have been successful by focusing on external space operations like robotic arm manipulation and EVA. Medical simulators, however, require a realistic hands-on human-computer interface. As this technology matures, it will begin to provide the same kind of successful training experience for surgeons and medical students as flight/space
Simulators have provided for pilots, flight students and astronauts for many years. In order to train astronauts for tasks they must perform inside the Shuttle or Space Station, the technologies developed by the hands-on medical simulators must be combined with the training expertise of flight and space simulators.

**Space-based Glovebox Systems**

The use of the glovebox as an isolation system for space-based research is not new. Gloveboxes of various sizes and capabilities have flown as payloads on a number of Shuttle science missions. The General Purpose Work Station (GPWS) is an example of one of the larger glovebox systems used by astronauts aboard the Shuttle (Figure 1-a). This glovebox system last flew in the Spacelab science module aboard the Shuttle Columbia on STS-90, April 17 to May 3, 1998. During this flight, the “NeuroLab” mission, astronauts performed numerous experiments to further understand space adaptation syndrome (space sickness), neurophysiology in space, balance organs and the development/response of the nervous system in small fish and invertebrates in microgravity. Many of these experiments required one or two astronauts working in the GPWS to open sample containers, process biological specimens and collect scientific data. Today, the Destiny Lab module of the International Space Station houses one of the most sophisticated glovebox facilities yet to fly in space. The Microgravity Sciences Glovebox (MSG) is currently being used for a series of materials science, micro-physics and bio-processing experiments (Figure 1-b). The MSG has an enclosed volume of 255 liters and a floor space about 80 cm wide by 60 cm deep.12

For tasks requiring a larger work volume, the Life Sciences Glovebox Facility (LSG) will be used. When delivered to the Space Station several years from now, the LSG will be the largest, most complex glovebox system ever in space. Glove ports on two sides let up to two astronauts work simultaneously in the LSG which has a containment volume of nearly half a cubic meter and a floor space about 100 cm wide and 60 cm deep. When extended from the Space Station rack in its deployed position, as shown in Figure 2, the LSG will provide the crew with a pull-out workbench for performing biology experiments in space13. It is equipped with holding racks and an air-lock attachment for contained specimen transfer. A suite of experiment-unique equipment and supplies have been developed that take into account the microgravity environment in space and the unique constraints imposed on the astronauts both from environmental restrictions and through the glovebox interface.

**Astronaut Training for Glovebox Experiments in Space**

Today, astronauts prepare for life science experiments through a series of training videos, visits with scientists and practice experiments using Earth-based mock-ups and real biological specimens. The opportunities for these full-scale mock experiments are rare and, due to the heavy work-loads astronauts face when preparing for their missions, it may be weeks or months between their last practice experiment and the...
actual procedure performed in space. Developing crew training requirements for specific payloads is a significant challenge, and making training efficient is essential to provide focus on safety and research objectives. Technologies like the VGX will build on the current training schedules of astronauts and promise to reduce required training time and the number of live specimens required for preparatory experiments.

VIRTUAL GLOVEBOX SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Virtual Glovebox (VGX) is a new technology, designed for simulation of experimental tasks that astronauts will perform aboard the Space Station. The VGX may also be used by crew support teams for design of experiments, testing equipment integration capability and optimizing the procedures astronauts will use. This is done through the 3D, desk-top sized, reach-in virtual environment that can simulate the microgravity environment in space. Additional features of the VGX allow for networking multiple users over the internet and operation of tele-robotic devices through an intuitive user interface.

A unique Stereoscopic Display Station is used to provide an immersive virtual environment for the VGX simulation software. Dual EPSON™ LCD projectors with circular polarization filters provide high resolution images in stereo at frame rates of 60 Hz per eye (Figure 3). The current image resolution is 1280 pixels wide by 1024 pixels high projected onto a screen 100 cm wide and 80 cm in height for an effective dot size of 1.28 pixels per millimeter. To minimize the space required for projection, the throw distance from projector to screen is short (about 2 meters) and reflects off a mirror mounted above the workspace. The image projected into the VGX falls on a flat screen which is above the user’s arms. The user looks down into the Display Station, onto the front-projected screen (Figure 4). With the use of light-weight circularly polarized stereo glasses, a 3D virtual environment 100 cm wide, 75 cm deep and 60 cm in height is created for user interaction. This internal working space of the Stereoscopic Display Station is almost identical to the space inside the LSG.

Stereo display is achieved by creating a virtual display space on a dual-output graphics card (using the nVidia Quadro4 graphics chipset), implemented in OpenGL. This display space is achieved through two components: 1) a mapping of the left- and right-eye view that can be displayed through the dual output system of the graphics board, and 2) a viewpoint tracking system used to create the viewport mapping for each eye to the display. The mapping of the left- and right-eye views to the dual output of the graphics card requires architecture different from that typically used in OpenGL stereo display systems.

On the desktop inside the VGX, a scientist,

Figure 3: CAD model of the Virtual Glovebox Stereoscopic Display Station which is constructed from plastic and aluminum. Two LCD projectors reflect off a mirror onto a silvered screen to provide stereo imaging capabilities.

Figure 4: Side view showing the Virtual Glovebox user interface. The user reaches into the workspace below a flat viewing screen allowing for a representation of virtual hands to be shown on the screen between the user’s eyes and hands.
astronaut or technician can interact with virtual objects through a pair of Cybergloves® (Immersion Inc.) that are tracked in the computerized virtual environment using a Flock-of-Birds® magnetic tracking system (Ascension Technology Inc.). The operator inserts his/her hands through the front arm-holes of the box and into the gloves which are connected to the PC computer control system running the virtual environment simulation (Figure 5). Virtual representations of the user's hands are shown on the viewing screen in the box and overlaid with the real position of each hand. The VGX allows for a single operator working through the front physical interface; however, future hardware and software developments will allow for additional users to enter via network connections to work simultaneously with the first operator or to observe and advise.

Custom software, incorporating elements of modeling, simulation and training into an intuitive virtual environment user interface, is being developed for VGX experiment simulation. As the design and development of the LSG Facility are completed, accurate 3D models of the LSG and associated equipment must be incorporated into the simulation system. A physically-based simulation which controls objects in the virtual workspace of the VGX has been built upon the Arachi Dynamics Engine (Arachi Inc.), a C++ library of functions for governing object geometry, collisions, dynamics, and force accumulation. Peripheral devices are integrated into the simulation loop via callbacks to the devices that update data structures in the simulation system. Communication with peripheral devices is accomplished with standard C++ library functions provided by the manufacturers. A basic schematic of the Arachi-based simulation loop is shown in Figure 6. Medical simulation tools based on the "Spring" simulation engine have also been adapted for use in the Virtual Glovebox. Geometric models used in the VGX have been created with Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools and reflect the most current state of the LSG design (CITE ISSUTIL OR CCCT). As adjustments are made to the LSG hardware, the 3D models for the VGX can also be modified.

**SPACE APPLICATIONS**

The Virtual Glovebox was designed and developed for experimental design for on-orbit biological research and simulation for training astronauts to perform biological experiments in space.

**Experimental Design for On-Orbit Research**

The VGX provides a powerful experimental design and optimization tool for the LSG. In the VGX environment, an operations technician can quickly organize or rearrange virtual supplies, biological specimens or experiment equipment and test a variety of experimental procedures. Gravity can be turned off in the VGX, allowing a designer to optimize the experimental procedure for the microgravity conditions astronauts will face in space rather than designing for the nominal 1-g environment on Earth. This work may be initiated on a regular desktop PC (Figure 7) and then moved into the semi-immersive Virtual Glovebox for testing and final evaluation. Thus, efficient experimental protocols can be quickly developed and tested by operations technicians without the need for real equipment mock-ups or biological models.
specimens. This will shorten the experimental design process and produce better procedures for research in space.

Simulation and Training for Experiments in Space

The over-arching design goal of the VGX is to provide a realistic virtual environment simulation system to train astronauts to conduct complex biological research in space. The user interface employs state-of-the-art graphics, haptics and tracking devices to provide an unparalleled level of realism to a user working in the virtual environment. An astronaut who has seen the LSG and has performed related biological experiments on Earth (a skilled user) will be able to approach the VGX, put on tracking gloves and 3D glasses and then reach into the box to interact with the virtual environment in much the same way that he or she would do in a real LSG mock-up (Figure 8). The astronaut will still require minimal training in the proper use of the virtual reality display and equipment; however, future improvements in the user interface may eliminate the need for cumbersome magnetic tracking devices which are tethered to computers by wires, thus, incrementally improving the intuitive interface.

Figure 7. A technician tests a procedure developed for the Virtual Glovebox using a keyboard and mouse interface on a desktop PC workstation. Objects are placed in the environment and procedural steps are defined. Then a simulation is used to test the equipment configuration and procedure.

HOMELAND SECURITY

Although the VGX was developed for astronaut training and assisting support crews, Earth-bound applications also exist, many of which emphasize homeland security. Virtual environment systems can be used for training, collaboration and for tele-presence activities. These utilities make the VGX an excellent tool for NASA, but they also make the system desirable for applications here on Earth.

Figure 8. Immersive simulation in the Virtual Glovebox. A user manipulates objects in the virtual environment. The virtual hands are controlled through Cybergloves worn by the operator. The operator looks down on the screen to perceive a three-dimensional workspace with his/her real hands in the same relative positions as those of the virtual hands.

Training: Proper, Efficient and Timely

Astronaut training focuses on the proper, efficient and timely delivery of information and skills to the astronaut crews. The VGX is designed to streamline this process for some of the world’s most highly educated and highly trained experts. There are numerous applications on Earth where highly educated, highly trained experts need to acquire new skills or a refresher to keep skills sharp. The VGX may be used to train medical or biological professionals in tasks that can be performed in a desktop-sized work area no larger than the glovebox workspace. The most obvious application is in hazardous chemical or bio-weapons handling, which would normally be carried out in a gloved box or similar isolation system. Some advantages of using a virtual environment training system over conventional physical mock-ups include 1) the ability to graphically represent something that would normally not be seen such as a radioactive chemical, aerosolized virulent particles, or contamination, 2) the ability to train on a variety of scenarios in quick succession with no setup/tear down time and 3) a quantitative analysis of performance including error messages during simulation (Figure 9) and data such as completion time and probability of success. Other applications in
medical/biological fields may include the preparation of reagents or antidotes, administration of emergency aid or practicing bio-clean-up procedures.

Collaboration: Multiple Users Working Together in the Same Virtual Environment

Important network collaboration aspects of the VGX will allow astronauts, based at Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas to interact in real-time with experiment training crews at Ames Research Center in Moffett Field, California. The hands-on nature of the virtual environment provided by the VGX will improve these distance-learning sessions. Today, there are relatively few experts in many areas of homeland security, for example, bio-weapons identification, bomb diffusion, and hazardous waste clean up. Making these experts available for training or bringing them immediately to the site of an incident is not always possible. A collaborative virtual environment provided by a virtual glovebox could enhance normal training activities by allowing top experts to participate in hands-on training sessions with students who may be thousands of miles away. A VGX could also be used by experts, located hours away by air, to quickly give hands-on instruction to local personnel who must immediately deal with a new threat or incident in their area.

Tele-Presence: Safety, Accuracy and Access

Virtual environment systems are very useful for immersing a human operator of a robotic system into a hazardous or physically impossible location. Robotic systems are becoming increasingly more humanoid in appearance and function. For example, the Robonaut, developed by NASA Johnson Space Center, has a head, arms and hands to work out in the vacuum of space while a human operator controls its systems from a much safer position inside the Space Station. The virtual environment in the VGX could be used to provide a more intuitive human-computer interface for humanoid robots such as Robonaut. The VGX could also be used as an intuitive controller for Earth-based robots that enter hazardous areas such as fire, chemical spills, unstable debris, unexploded ordinance or into enemy fire. The tele-presence provided by an immersive virtual environment gives a human operator improved situational awareness over conventional interfaces such as a joystick or keyboard. This leads to better performance and lower training requirements for operating these robotic systems.

CONCLUSIONS

Many of the most fundamental biological questions concerning life’s ability to adapt and respond to the space environment are still unanswered. The Life Sciences Glovebox Facility is a containment barrier system that will be placed aboard the ISS and used by astronauts while performing this ground-breaking biological research in space. The Virtual Glovebox is a new virtual environment technology, designed to provide a realistic LSG training experience for astronauts without many of the time-consuming requirements of biology research training using real mock-ups and specimens.

The VGX sets a new precedent for high-fidelity virtual environment training tools by combining ultra-high resolution computer graphics with magnetic tracking and haptic feedback devices in an immersive desktop environment. This provides an unparalleled level of realism to a user who can intuitively perform experimental tasks in a real-time microgravity or nominal 1-g simulation. Determining operational efficiencies for LSG equipment, optimal experimental design and simulation for training and evaluating operator performance are all VGX applications that will streamline processes associated with performing biology research in space.

Earth-based applications, many emphasizing Homeland Security have also been identified. Examples include training experts to handle hazardous biological and/or chemical agents in a safe simulation, operation of tele-robotic systems for assessing and diffusing threats such as bombs, and providing remote medical assistance to field personnel through a collaborative virtual environment. Thus, the emerging
VGX simulation technology, while developed for space-based applications, can serve a dual-use facilitating homeland security and other professional training and development applications here on Earth.
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